Key messages

• #StopClusterBombsNow [INSERT COUNTRY] join the @ISUCCM #joinCCM
• [INSERT COUNTRY] #StopClusterBombsNow and save lives - join the @ISUCCM #joinCCM
• [INSERT COUNTRY] join the @ISUCCM and ensure survivors rights - #StopClusterBombsNow #joinCCM
• [INSERT COUNTRY] join the @ISUCCM and prevent future tragedies - #StopClusterBombsNow #joinCCM
• [INSERT COUNTRY] join the @ISUCCM and support livelihoods - #StopClusterBombsNow #joinCCM

For signatories:

• [INSERT COUNTRY] ratify the @ISUCCM now and join 108 States Parties by 2RevCon #StopClusterBombsNow #joinCCM
• [INSERT COUNTRY] when are you going to ratify the @ISUCCM signed over 10 years ago? #StopClusterBombsNow #joinCCM
• [INSERT COUNTRY] updates welcome on your @ISUCCM ratification bill - #StopClusterBombsNow #joinCCM

For non-signatories:

• [INSERT COUNTRY] accede now and join the 108 States Parties to the @ISUCCM by #2RevCon #StopClusterBombsNow #joinCCM
• [INSERT COUNTRY] 10 years on, time to accede to the @ISUCCM! #StopClusterBombsNow #joinCCM
• 108 countries are part of the @ISUCCM. [INSERT COUNTRY] be the next one and #joinCCM #StopClusterBombsNow

General messages:

• [INSERT COUNTRY] join the @ISUCCM and help promote international humanitarian law #StopClusterBombsNow #joinCCM
• [INSERT COUNTRY] join the @ISUCCM and show how you support rule of law #StopClusterBombsNow #joinCCM
• [INSERT COUNTRY] the world has suffered enough from the use of Cluster Munitions #joinCCM #StopClusterBombsNow @ISUCCM
• [INSERT COUNTRY] help prevent future suffering and address the deadly legacy of Cluster Munition use - #joinCCM #StopClusterBombsNow @ISUCCM
• [INSERT COUNTRY] join the @ISUCCM & contribute to achieving @SDGgoals via a Cluster Munition Free world #StopClusterBombsNow #joinCCM
• [INSERT COUNTRY] step up your efforts to join @ISUCCM before the #2RevCon #StopClusterBombsNow #joinCCM
• Is [INSERT COUNTRY] going to be the next country to join the @ISUCCM? We hope so! #StopClusterBombsNow #joinCCM
How do I contact the 29 governments through social media?

Perhaps the most important contact is a government’s Foreign Ministry, we are providing you in the below lines the social media (twitter and/or facebook) of the 29 target countries. Remember every time you tag them you should also use the two hashtags of the campaign + the country hashtag. You can also tag the account of the President, Prime Minister, Minister of Defense and/or Minister of Foreign affairs to get more visibility!

Africa:

- **Angola**: facebook, MFA Twitter, Embassy US Twitter
- **Central African Republic**: twitter and facebook
- **Democratic Republic of Congo**: facebook, MFA Twitter, President’s Twitter Account
- **Djibouti**: President’s Twitter Account
- **Eritrea**: MFA Twitter, UN NY Mission Twitter
- **Ethiopia**: facebook, UN GE Mission Twitter
- **Kenya**: twitter and facebook
- **Liberia**: Facebook, UN NY Mission Twitter
- **Nigeria**: twitter
- **South Sudan**: MFA Twitter, Facebook
- **Sudan**: Prime Minister’s Twitter Account
- **Tanzania**: twitter, Facebook
- **Uganda**: twitter and facebook
- **Zimbabwe**: twitter

Asia-Pacific:

- **Bangladesh**: facebook
- **Brunei Darussalam**: Prime Minister’s unofficial twitter account
- **Jordan**: facebook, UN NY Mission Twitter
- **Nepal**: twitter and facebook
- **Oman**: UN NY Mission Twitter, MFA Twitter
- **Timor-Leste**: President’s twitter account
- **Vietnam**: MFA Twitter

Latin American & the Caribbean:

- **Argentina**: facebook and twitter
- **Bahamas**: facebook and twitter
- **Barbados**: facebook and twitter
- **Dominica**: Facebook
- **Jamaica**: facebook, MFA Twitter
- **Saint Lucia**: facebook, Twitter

**Eastern Europe**

- **Serbia**: President’s twitter account